Introduction

Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a serious chronic illness related to hyperglycemia, overweight and metabolic syndrome (1-3). The prevalence of T2DM increases continuously. The sedentary lifestyle and overweight are identified as key risk factors of T2DM (4). The American Diabetes Association (ADA) recommends that adults with T2DM accumulate at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity endurance training and 3 sessions of resistance training per week (5,6).

The effect of exercise training program was identified in T2DM treatment (1,7,8). Regular aerobic, resistance and combined strength and aerobic exercise program on fasting blood sugar (FBS) and glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) of T2DM male patients.
physical activity is established as a prophylactic and curative treatment for chronic illnesses. The metabolic effects on glucose consumption and the structural remodeling of skeletal muscle are the major reasons of the glucose homeostasis improvement even in persons with insulin resistance illnesses (9,10).

There are two Types of exercise training program: aerobic and resistance exercise. Aerobic exercise, generally defined as endurance exercising involving several muscle groups that aims to betterment cardiorespiratory performance, includes activities such as running, swimming or biking (11). Resistance or strength training forces contraction of defined muscle groups against a defined elastic or hydraulic resistance (11). Aerobic exercise training has been advocated as the most suitable form of exercise mode (1,12,13) with many positive metabolic effects, such as reduced fasting blood sugar (FBS) levels and decreased body fat, but also undetected hypoglycemic episodes during and after exercise training. In comparison, only limited information on the effect of resistance exercise training on T2D is available (1,14-17). Glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) measurement is the standard test for glycemic control in diabetic patients. As HbA1c reflects the mean of all blood glucose values for a period of three months and HbA1c is negatively influenced by hypoglycemic episodes, and does not give good information about post exercise training program blood glucose (1).

Nevertheless, there are no adequate information about exercise training programs aimed to improve FBS and HbA1c. Tokmakidis et al (9), examine the effects of a combined resistance and endurance exercise training program on glucose control and insulin action in T2DM women. The results indicated that a combined exercise training program of resistance and endurance exercise training could induce positive adaptations on glucose control, insulin action, muscular strength and exercise training tolerance in patients with T2DM.

There are many barriers to do exercise training program of T2DM patients were observed. One of the most significant barriers is sedentary lifestyles related with a lack of motivation and difficulty in maintaining a planned exercise training protocol for adequate periods of time. On the other hand, participation in organized exercise training is limited in patients with T2DM by environmental factors, including gym and exercise training accessibility, lack of expert coaches. These factors are often related with other familiar barriers, beliefs regarding restrictive medical conditions linked to the specific patients regarding decreased physical and behavioral skills.

According to these theoretical considerations, the aim of this study was to investigate effects of 10 weeks aerobic, resistance and combined strength and aerobic exercise program on FBS and HbA1c of T2DM male patients.

**Materials and Methods**

This is a quasi-experimental study. We carried out sampling by convenience method in the diabetes center of Hamadan. The patients signed an informed consent form. The research included 42 elderly men with T2DM who were selected for the exercise training by a physician. The exclusion criteria were: smoking, history of coronary artery diseases, hepatic or kidney diseases or proteinuria, gout or hyperuricemia or uncontrolled hypertension, diabetic retinopathy or neuropathy. Also, patients were excluded if they had participated in a regular exercise training program six months before study. All participants were asked to answer the 7 items Physical Activity Readiness questionnaire. The participants were divided into four groups by simple randomization, according to the accessibility of the program. They were divided as control group (CG – n=13); aerobic training group (ATG – n=13); resistance training group (RTG – n=13); and combined strength and aerobic training group (SAG; n=13). Six participants in the RTG and SAG groups were unavailable for
reassessment hence they were excluded in the analysis (Table 1).

The exercise training program consisted of ten weeks, three times per week for the ATG and RTG groups and intermittent sessions for the SAG group, following the recommendations proposed by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) (18). Each session lasted approximately 90 minutes, consisting of a 10-15 minute warm-up preceding the exercise training program and 10-15 minute stretching at the end of the session.

The aerobic training program was performed on a Grass field, with heart rate intensity corresponding to 55-85% of the heart rate maximum (controlled by a Beurer PM-100 frequency counter) during 60 minutes. The maximum heart rate was obtained through a maximal exercise test specific for this population, conducted prior to the training period beginning (19).

Resistance training was composed of six exercises and consisted of 3 sets of 12 maximum repetitions (12 MR) for each exercise at an intensity of 50-75% 1RM, with 3 minute interval between sets and exercises. The resistance training program was performed in 3 sessions a week for 10 weeks at a fitness center. The 10 weeks program was selected as it fits in summer holidays and therefore could be timetabled around the weekly schedule of participants. The resistance training program was designed according to the ACSM recommendations (20). The subjects performed six type of exercises using weight machines (optimal press BH fitness, china); three for the upper limbs (lat pull-down, chest press machine, seated row) and three for the lower limbs (leg press machine, knee extension, leg curl). These exercises were chosen because they would strengthen the major multi-joint muscles of the upper and lower limbs. The exercises were conducted on pin-loaded weight machines as they were considered safer for beginner subjects than free weights as there was less chance of a weight being dropped on a body part and causing injury. Subjects performed up to 3 sets of 12 repetitions of each exercise. There was three minutes rest between each set for recovery, and the resistance was increased when 3 sets of 12 repetitions of an exercise could be completed (20).

The SAG group participated in a session of aerobic exercise and a session resistance intermittently and The CG group subjects continued with their usual activities, which may have included leisure and sporting activities but did not include a regular exercise training programs.

Before and after the trial was completed, these subjects were invited to complete the same program. Following a 12 hours overnight fasting, blood was collected for analysis of HbA1c, and FBS. Blood samples were obtained 48 h after the last training session. Plasma glucose was measured at the same time of collection using the enzymatic method of glucose oxidase (Auto Analyzer, Bio Tecnicon BT3000). HbA1c was measured with technique colorimeter.

Data analysis
Intention to treat analysis was performed and outcomes were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the baseline measure of each variable. When significant differences were revealed, the Tukey post hoc test was applied. The comparison of variables before and after the exercise training program, the paired t-test was performed. Statistical significance was assumed for P-values <0.05. The data were treated in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 18.

Results
The 42 subjects were divided into four groups: 13 in the ATG, 10 in the RTG, 10 in SAG, and 13 in the CG. The groups ATG, RTG, SAG, and CG were homogeneous regarding age, height, body weight, body mass index (BMI), and history of diabetes (Table 1).
Table 2 displays the mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) of physiological measures for all groups at baseline and post-intervention as well as the differences between, and within, the groups post-intervention. All experimental groups experienced a significant reduces in FBS and the control group does not display significant decreases in this value. Participants in the RTG and SAG groups also experienced a significant decrease in HbA1c post-intervention. There was not a significant decrease in HbA1c in the ATG and CG groups (Table 2).

Discussion
The purpose of this research was to establish the effects of 10 weeks aerobic, resistance and combined strength and aerobic exercise program on FBS and HbA1c of T2DM male patients.

The findings of the present study demonstrated that this exercise training programs improved FBS in all groups significantly.

Results revealed that HbA1c was maintained in the ATG and CG groups although significant reduces in these measures were evident in the RTG and SAG groups. This suggests that the intervention may have an impact on FBS and HbA1c maintenance by limiting their increase during the intervention period as observed within the control group. Although previous investigations involving individuals with T2DM have noted significant decrease in HbA1c through an aerobic intervention (9,24), both of these researches were of a longer period. According to the short period of this study (10 weeks), our results are expected.

FBS and HbA1c further reduced after 10 weeks of training in RTG and SAG groups, but HbA1c in ATG not significant. Furthermore, significant improvements in long-term glycemic control, as determined by decreased HbA1c, were related with strength and combined training, whereas the effects of aerobic training were not significant. There are some data in patient with T2DM to suggest that HbA1c is an important but not the only variable important in diabetes patients.

Two researches by Castaneda and Dunstan and colleagues support the benefits of resistance training program on glycemic control (14,15).
Both exercise training programs had positive effects on FBS. We indicated that resistance and combined training was associated with a significant improvement in HbA1c. These results are notable considering the relatively short period of the exercise training program. Several studies finding showed that resistance exercise training was feasible and safe for of T2DM male patients. Resistance exercise training is a kind of exercise that people might start if they attended a community gym. The model developed and implemented in this research has the potential to become part of the ongoing clinical experience and start of community based exercise training program. It could also provide ongoing opportunities for patient with T2DM who require a high level of exercise training programs.

Of the previous several researches published, some of them included only resistance or aerobic training programs (13-15), and the other were only combined resistance and aerobic exercise training programs on patient with T2DM (1,9,24). An important aspect of the resistance exercise training program was that it took place in an inclusive setting (a private fitness center). This is noteworthy as elderly men with T2DM often have restricted opportunities to participate in exercise training programs taking place in an integrated specific setting.

Other factors in the design of the intervention that could be considered are the period and frequency of the exercise training program. Given its relatively short period, it is possible that a larger effect might be obtained from continuing the exercise training program for longer. A research on patient with T2DM reported programs with longer period and frequency are more beneficial (9,24). Increasing the exercise training program frequency to four times a week might change the outcome.

A limitation of this research was lack of follow up. Further studies are needed to determine the long term sustainability of the program given the level of support that patient with T2DM need to begin to exercise training program. An additional outstanding issue that should also be addressed in future researches whether exercise program alone can change physical activity levels.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, resistance and aerobic training performed in a special fitness center is a feasible and safe exercise option for individual with T2DM that can lead to improvements of FBS and HbA1c levels. This trial provided important data that justify a future randomized trial to ascertain whether aerobic or resistance training carries over into an improved FBS and HbA1c levels for patients with T2DM.
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